Understanding the mechanisms of platinum compound resistance, including cisplatin resistance, has important implications for improving cancer treatments. Previous studies identified a potential role for mitogen-activated protein kinase phosphatase-1 (MKP-1) in cisplatin resistance. This work focuses on the regulation of poly(ADP-ribose) polymerase-1 (PARP-1) expression by MKP-1. We found that MKP-1 overexpression stimulates PARP-1 and poly(ADP-ribose) (PAR) protein expression and cisplatin resistance while its downregulation suppresses PARP-1 and PAR protein expression and cisplatin resistance. Silencing MKP-1 promoted PARP-1 ubiquitination, which decreased PARP-1 protein levels. We also found that silencing c-Jun N-terminal kinase 1/2 (JNK1/2) decreased PARP-1 ubiquitination while increasing total PARP-1 protein levels. Furthermore, we showed that acquired cisplatinresistant ovarian cancer cells expressed high levels of MKP-1 and PARP-1 proteins, and that silencing MKP-1 or PARP-1 increased cisplatin sensitivity in resistant cells. Notably, the pharmacologic inhibition of PARP activity restored cisplatin sensitivity in MKP-1 overexpressing cells. Thus, this work indicates that suppression of JNK1/2 activity by MKP-1 maintains PARP-1 levels and suggests that MKP-1-mediated cisplatin resistance can be bypassed by PARP-1 inhibition.
INTRODUCTION
Platinum compounds, including cisplatin/carboplatin, in combination with taxane are the current standard of care for treating ovarian cancer patients. Most patients with ovarian cancer initially respond well to platinum-based regimens but refractory tumors can emerge because of the development of chemoresistance. 1 For example, up to 80% of ovarian cancer patients initially responded to platinum-based chemotherapy, but most of the responsive patients developed recurrent tumors within 2 years. 2 Thus, understanding the molecular mechanism of platinum compound resistance, including cisplatin resistance, has important implications for improving the treatment of ovarian cancer patients. Currently, the mechanisms of cisplatin resistance are not fully understood, but a number of proteins/pathways that are implicated in cisplatin resistance have been identified. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] These pathways regulate a variety of cellular responses, ranging from DNA repair and the cell cycle to apoptosis. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Among these pathways, the activation of the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathways modulates cisplatin sensitivity. 12, 13 MAPKs encompass a family of kinases that are subdivided into three subfamilies: c-Jun N-terminal kinase 1/2 (JNK1/2), p38, and extracellular-signal-regulated kinase (ERK). 14, 15 MAPKs orchestrate many of the short-and long-term cellular responses that occur in response to extracellular stimuli. MAPKs are activated and deactivated through the reversible phosphorylation/dephosphorylation of both threonine and tyrosine residues of the TXY motif. Once phosphorylated/activated, MAPKs can phosphorylate a variety of proteins/substrates. In doing so, the related signaling pathways are activated, and the subsequent cellular responses are achieved. 14, 15 For example, the activation of JNK promotes programmed cell death. 16 On the other hand, MAPKs are inactivated by dephosphorylation that is mediated by the MAPK phosphatase (MKP) family members.
MKP-1 (also known as DUSP1) is a member of the MKP family and is an endogenous regulator of MAPKs. 17, 18 MKP-1 can remove phosphate groups from both phospho-threonine and phosphotyrosine residues on JNK1/2, p38, and ERK, thereby inactivating MAPK signaling. 17, 18 Previous studies have shown that MKP-1 is overexpressed in several types of cancer, including ovarian and lung cancers. [18] [19] [20] [21] When MKP-1 expression was increased, it inhibited programmed cell death induced by several stimuli, 12, 13, [22] [23] [24] but the underlying mechanism is not fully understood.
The post-translational modification of proteins by poly(ADPribosylation) is mediated by a family of proteins designated the poly(ADP-ribose) polymerases (PARPs). PARP-1 is a member of the PARP family that mediates post-translational modification of proteins by poly(ADP-ribosylation). 25, 26 In response to DNA damage, PARP-1 is recruited to single strand breaks to trigger the poly(ADP-ribosylation) of multiple substrates, which leads to the activation of a variety of cellular responses. 25, 27 It has been shown that activation of PARP-1 plays a critical role in mediating DNA base excision repair. 25, 27 PARP-1 is overexpressed in cancers, including cancer cells that have acquired cisplatin resistance and thereby it has been explored for its therapeutic potential in cancer treatment. 28, 29 Studies with PARP inhibitors have shown encouraging results against some, but not all cancers. [30] [31] [32] Therefore, understanding the mechanisms of the regulation of PARP protein levels and activity are critical for facilitating the development of PARP inhibitors for cancer treatment.
The present study focused on understanding the mechanisms of MKP-1-mediated cisplatin resistance in ovarian cancer cells, which leads to the identification of a previously unknown mechanism by which MKP-1 stabilizes PARP-1 protein via inhibition of JNK.
RESULTS
MKP-1 stimulates PARP-1 and PAR expression and suppresses programmed cell death and cisplatin sensitivity To study the mechanism by which MKP-1 promotes cisplatin resistance, we overexpressed MKP-1 in TOV112D cells, an ovarian cancer cell line that expresses a moderate level of MKP-1 among several human ovarian cancer cell lines, including OVCA432, CAOV3, OVCA420, RMG-1 and OV433 cells, 24 and found that forced expression of exogenous MKP-1 suppressed cisplatininduced PARP-1 cleavage (a hallmark of apoptosis) and cisplatin sensitivity, relative to the vector control cells (Figures 1a and b) . This overexpression of MKP-1 suppressed reproductive cell death and programmed cell death after cisplatin treatment, determined by colony formation assay and flow cytometry analysis, respectively (Figures 1c and d) . Interestingly, when MKP-1 was overexpressed, the protein levels of PARP-1 and its enzymatic product PAR were also elevated as compared to cells transfected with the control vector ( Figure 1a) . To confirm the impact of MKP-1 on PARP-1 protein expression, we silenced MKP-1 with short hairpin RNA (shRNA) in CAOV3 cells, an ovarian cancer cell line that expresses a relatively high level of MKP-1. Figure 1e shows that silencing MKP-1 reduced the levels of PARP-1 and PAR compared to cells transfected with control shRNA. Consistently, silencing MKP-1 promoted PARP-1 cleavage and increased the apoptotic cell population (Figures 1e and h ), suggesting that downregulation of MKP-1 enhances cisplatin-induced programmed cell death. Furthermore, downregulation of MKP-1 by shRNA decreased cell viability and colony formation compared to control cells after cisplatin treatment (Figures 1f and g ). Since both MKP-1 and PARP-1 promote cisplatin resistance, 13, 33 these results support the notion that increased PARP-1 expression may be one of the mechanisms by which MKP-1 promotes cisplatin resistance, which was previously unknown.
MKP-1 suppresses MAPK activities to maintain PARP-1 and PAR levels It is established that MKP-1 exerts its biological functions by inhibiting MAPK activities.
18,34 Thus, we hypothesized that positive regulation of PARP-1 expression by MKP-1 is the consequence of MKP-1-mediated inhibition of MAPK activities. To test this hypothesis, we exposed mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) derived either from MKP-1-deficient mice or wild-type mice to cisplatin and then assessed the activation of the MAPK pathways. Figure 2a shows that cisplatin treatment stimulates ERK, p38, JNK, CREB, and c-JUN phosphorylation in cisplatin-treated cells, suggesting the ERK, p38, and JNK pathways are activated. 24 In agreement with Figure 1e , we detected higher amounts of PARP-1 and PAR proteins in untreated-MKP-1 +/+ MEFs but lower amounts of cisplatin-induced cleaved PARP-1 protein in cisplatin-treated MKP-1 +/+ MEFs as compared to MKP-1 − / − MEFs under the same treatment conditions (Figure 2a ). In addition, MKP-1 − / − MEFs were more sensitive than MKP-1 +/+ MEFs to cisplatin treatment, as evidenced by reduced cell viability (Figure 2b ).
Because PARP-1 is involved in cisplatin resistance, 33 we asked which MAPK regulates PARP-1 expression to mediate cell survival. Figure 3a shows that the suppression of the JNK pathway by SP600125 or the p38 pathway by SB203580, but not the ERK pathway by the MEK (MAPK/ERK kinase) inhibitor U0126, reduced cisplatin-induced growth inhibition compared to control cells. This result suggests that either JNK or p38 is involved in MKP-1-dependent PARP-1-mediated cell survival. To investigate the mechanism by which MAPKs regulate PARP-1 expression, we exposed MKP-1 +/+ and MKP-1 − / − MEFs to U0126, SP600125 or SB203580, and then used immunoblot assays to assess the amounts of PARP-1/PAR proteins. Using this approach, we found that the suppression of JNK but not p38 or ERK activity resulted in partial restoration of PARP-1 and PAR protein expression in MKP-1 − / − MEFs ( Figure 3b ). In concert with these findings, we found that the JNK downstream substrate c-JUN was phosphorylated and that the level of its phosphorylation was correlated with reduced amounts of PARP-1 protein (Figure 3c ). These results support our hypothesis that JNK is the protein that is responsible for suppressing PARP-1 expression.
To define the direct role of JNK in the regulation of PARP-1 levels, we assessed the amounts of PARP-1 protein in JNK1/2 − / − MEFs. As expected, JNK1/2 were not detected in JNK1/2 − / − MEFs, as compared to JNK1/2 +/+ MEFs. However, JNK1/2 − / − MEFs expressed higher amounts of PARP-1 and PAR proteins than that in JNK1/2 +/+ MEFs ( Figure 3d ). On the basis of these data, we argue that JNK1/2 negatively regulates PARP-1 and PAR expression. Since JNK1/2 − / − MEFs exhibited higher levels of PARP-1 and PAR as compared to JNK1/2 +/+ MEFs (Figure 3d ), we reasoned that JNK is the key player that regulates PARP-1 ubiquitination. In this regard, the consequence of JNK suppression by SP600125 on PARP-1 ubiquitination was assessed in MEFs. Figure 4b shows that the pharmacological inhibition of JNK by SP600125 reduced PARP-1 ubiquitination as compared to untreated cells. Importantly, the inhibition of JNK activity by SP600125 restored PARP-1 levels in both MKP-1 +/+ and MKP-1 − / − MEFs (Figure 4b ). To further address the importance of JNK in PARP-1 ubiquitination, we downregulated JNK1/2 expression by siRNA and showed that JNK1/2 silencing reduced PARP-1 ubiquitination while increasing total amounts of PARP-1 protein as compared to cells transfected with control siRNAs (Figure 4c) . These results support a role for JNK in regulating PARP-1 ubiquitination and subsequent degradation.
PARP-1 ubiquitination involves JNK
To further confirm the importance of JNK in PARP-1 ubiquitination, we examined the amounts of total and ubiquitinated PARP-1 protein in JNK1/2 null MEFs. Figure 4d shows that the amounts of ubiquitinated PARP-1 protein were higher in JNK1/2 +/+ MEFs than in JNK1/2 − / − MEFs. Conversely, JNK1/2 − / − MEFs expressed higher amounts of PARP-1 protein as compared to JNK1/2 +/+ MEFs. These data led us to conclude that MKP-1 maintains the PARP-1 level by inactivating JNK-dependent PARP-1 ubiquitination and subsequent degradation.
JNK promotes PARP-1 phosphorylation To identify the mechanism by which JNK suppresses PARP-1 expression, we first asked whether JNK associates with PARP-1. We used PARP-1 antibody to perform immunoprecipitation to address if PARP-1 antibody can pull down JNK. Indeed, we showed that PARP-1 antibody pulled down similar amounts of total JNK proteins in both types of MEFs in the presence and absence of cisplatin treatment (Figure 5a ). We also confirmed that the amounts of PARP-1 protein were higher in MKP-1 +/+ MEFs than that in MKP-1 − / − MEFs. Notably, PARP-1 antibodies pulled down substantial amounts of phosphorylated serine in MKP-1 − / − MEFs, but only negligible amounts of phosphorylated serine in MKP-1 +/+ MEFs receiving cisplatin treatment (Figure 5a ). In agreement, we showed that PARP-1 and phosphorylated serine were coimmunoprecipitated with JNK in JNK1/2 +/+ MEFs but not in JNK1/2 − / − MEFs (Figure 5b ). More importantly, JNK1/2 − / − MEFs expressed higher amounts of PARP-1 protein than JNK1/2 +/+ MEFs. Thus, these studies identify an interaction between JNK and PARP-1, suggesting that such interaction may promote PARP-1 phosphorylation, ubiquitination and subsequent degradation.
Higher levels of MKP-1 and PARP-1 correlate with acquired cisplatin resistance in ovarian cancer cells In addition to the role of the MKP-1-PARP-1 axis in intrinsic cisplatin resistance, we suspected that this regulatory mechanism also regulates acquired cisplatin resistance. To test this possibility, we employed the OV433-P/OV433-CR model to assess the relationship between the MKP-1 and PARP-1 levels and acquired resistance in ovarian cancer cells. 35 Consistent with our previous work, 35 OV433-P cells were more sensitive to cisplatin than OV433-CR cells (Figure 6a) . In this cell model, cisplatin sensitivity was correlated with cisplatin-induced apoptosis, as evidenced by the generation of cleaved PARP-1 in OV433-P cells but not in OV433-CR cells whose full-length PARP-1 remained intact (Figure 6b) . By examining the levels of PARP-1 and PAR proteins, we detected higher amounts of PARP-1 and PAR proteins in cisplatin-resistant OV433-CR cells. By contrast, we detected lower amounts of PARP-1 and PAR proteins in chemosensitive OV433-P cells ( Figure 6b ). Next, we compared the amounts of p-JNK (activated) protein in these two cell lines. As expected, cisplatin treatment led to JNK phosphorylation/activation, but the amounts of phosphorylated JNK protein was higher in OV433-P than OV344-CR cells (Figure 6b ). Importantly, we showed that both cell lines expressed similar amounts of total JNK proteins (Figure 6b) . By demonstrating the positive regulation of PARP-1 expression by +/+ and JNK1/2 − / − MEFs exposed to 2 μg/ml cisplatin for 24 h.
MKP-1 in both intrinsic and acquired cisplatin resistance, our results strongly suggest that suppression of PARP-1 activity may be a viable strategy to bypass cisplatin resistance in ovarian cancer cells with MKP-1 overexpression.
Suppression of PARP-1 activity enhances cisplatin's anticancer activity in acquired cisplatin-resistant cells To explore the possibility that targeting the MKP-1-PARP-1 axis overcomes acquired cisplatin resistance, we assessed the effects Figure 6c shows that silencing MKP-1 increased cisplatin-induced JNK1/2 phosphorylation/activation (p-JNK1/2), which was less in non-target transfected cells. Silencing MKP-1 decreased PARP-1 and PAR levels while silencing PARP-1 did not impact MKP-1 levels, indicating that PARP-1 is a downstream effector of MKP-1 (Figure 6c ). In addition, silencing MKP-1 or PARP-1 increased cisplatin-induced growth inhibition while such effects were not observed in cells transfected with control siRNA (Figure 6d ). These data identify a good correlation between MKP-1-dependent PARP-1 expression and acquired cisplatin resistance in ovarian cancer cells.
Since inhibitors for MKP-1 are not available, we asked whether PARP-1 inhibition could bypass MKP-1-mediated cisplatin resistance. To address this question, we exposed TOV112D ovarian cancer cells transfected with either a control plasmid or MKP-1-expression plasmid (Figure 1a) to cisplatin, the PARP inhibitor ABT888, or cisplatin plus ABT888. Using the MTT assay, we showed that cisplatin effectively suppressed the growth of vector control cells and ABT888 did not enhance cisplatininduced cell killing (Figure 7) . By contrast, even though MKP-1 overexpressing cells were able to tolerate cisplatin treatment, ABT888 was able to enhance cisplatin-induced growth inhibition (Figure 7) . In fact, ABT888 alone did not have obvious effects on the growth of both cell lines. Therefore, these data indicate that MKP-1-mediated cisplatin resistance can be overcome by PARP-1 inhibition.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we have demonstrated for the first time that in ovarian cancer cells, MKP-1-mediated cisplatin resistance is PARP-1 dependent, and that this mechanism can be overcome by the inhibition of PARP-1 activity.
Previous studies showed that the activation of JNK plays an important role in cisplatin-induced apoptosis. 36, 37 It was also shown that DNA damage induces apoptosis via the JNK pathway Inhibition of PARP-1 activity partially restores cisplatin sensitivity in MKP-1-overexpressing ovarian cancer cells. MKP-1-overexpressing or control vector TOV112D cells were left untreated or exposed to cisplatin (Cis) at 1 μg/ml, 20 μM PARP inhibitor ABT888 (ABT), or cisplatin plus ABT888 (ABT+Cis) for 5 days, and cell viability was determined by MTT assays.
and MKP-1, 38 suggesting an important role for the MKP-1-JNK1/2 pathway in regulating DNA damage-induced apoptosis. Further studies from ovarian cancer cells identified a good correlation between increased MKP-1 expression and cisplatin resistance, 13, 24, 35 but the underlying mechanism remains to be defined. This study shows that overexpression of MKP-1 increases PARP-1 and PAR protein levels and confers cisplatin resistance. Conversely, silencing endogenous MKP-1 by shRNA reduces PARP-1 levels but enhances cisplatin-induced programmed cell death. These data suggest that PARP-1 is responsible for MKP-1-mediated cisplatin resistance.
PARP-1 is well known for its role in DNA repair. 25 It has been shown that base excision repair is PARP-1-dependent. 39 In normal cells, when base excision repair is inhibited, damaged DNA can be repaired through alternative pathways such as homologous recombination. However, in cancer cells homologous recombination is often defective as a result of additional mutations (for example, mutations in BRCA1/2) or epigenetic events. 40 Consequently, these cancer cells cannot repair their damaged DNA in the presence of PARP inhibitors, leading to cell death. On the basis of these studies, a number of chemically distinct PARP inhibitors have been synthesized and explored for their therapeutic potential in cancer treatment, either as single agents or as part of combination regimens. 28, 29 PARP inhibitors have been shown to have effects on some, but not all ovarian cancers, [30] [31] [32] and the underlying mechanism is not fully understood. In ovarian cancer cells, in vitro studies indicated that MKP-1 overexpression can cause cisplatin resistance, 13 and our data showed that cells with increased MKP-1 expression also have high PARP-1 levels. These data suggest that PARP-1 is a downstream effector of MKP-1.
Although many patients with ovarian cancer initially respond well to platinum-based regimens, but refractory tumors emerge because of the development of resistance to the treatments. 41 We showed that acquired cisplatin-resistant OV433-CR cells, relative to OV433-P cells, express higher levels of both MKP-1 and PARP-1. Importantly, the inhibition of PARP-1 activity partially sensitized acquired resistant cells to cisplatin-induced growth inhibition. Therefore, we conclude that the inhibition of PARP-1 activity can render resistant cells sensitive to cisplatin.
It has been shown that cisplatin-resistant cells express a higher level of PARP-1, 33 but the mechanism of this higher expression is unclear. We showed that increased MKP-1 expression could suppress JNK1/2 activity. Because the activation of JNK1/2 is partially responsible for cisplatin-induced apoptosis, decreased JNK1/2 activity by MKP-1 overexpression can decrease cisplatin sensitivity in cancer cells. We also showed that JNK can interact with PARP-1 and that PARP-1 phosphorylation on serine residues is increased in MKP-1 − / − MEFs. This is consistent with previous studies showing that MAPKs, including JNK, phosphorylate PARP-1 to regulate PARP-1's functions. 42, 43 It would be interesting to determine whether JNK phosphorylates serine 257 and serine 782 to stimulate PARP-1 degradation because these two sites were predicted to be phosphorylated by JNK1/2. 42 In addition, we showed that MKP-1 inactivated JNK1/2, which leads to decreased PARP-1 ubiquitination and thus maintains total PARP-1 levels. This result strongly suggests that JNK1/2 promote PARP-1 ubiquitination. Thus, we speculate that JNK1/2 can phosphorylate PARP-1, which in turn promotes PARP-1 ubiquitination and subsequent degradation. When the level of MKP-1 is higher, it inhibits JNK1/2-mediated PARP-1 phosphorylation and subsequent ubiquitination (Figure 8 ), but this hypothesis requires further investigation. Since JNK can phosphorylate many proteins including members of the Bcl-2 family (for example, Bcl-2 and Bax) to induce apoptosis, 44, 45 we propose that JNK-mediated apoptosis is the consequence of the collective effects of many proteins that regulate cell death including PARP-1 in this study (Figure 8) .
In this study, we showed a role for constitutive PARP-1 in regulating cisplatin-induced apoptosis. It has been shown that some components of nucleotide excision repair (NER), including XFP and XPG, can be transcriptionally regulated by AP-1, 46, 47 leading to an increase in NER activity. Because c-Jun, a component of AP-1, is a substrate of JNK, it is possible that the MKP-1-JNK1/2-AP-1 axis regulates NER, and that PARP-1 protein stabilization is a side effect of reduced toxicity and reduced PARP-1 cleavage.
In summary, this work identifies PARP-1 as a key component to mediate MKP-1-dependent cisplatin resistance. We also show that JNK1/2 are key components that regulate PARP-1 phosphorylation and subsequent degradation, which contributes to cisplatin sensitivity. Considering that MKP-1 or PARP-1 plays an important role in cisplatin resistance, this study not only provides mechanistic insights into how MKP-1 regulates cisplatin resistance, but also provides a therapeutic strategy to use PARP-1 inhibitors to bypass MKP-1-mediated cisplatin resistance. It has been shown that ovarian cancer cells that acquire ability to tolerate cisplatin insults express a high level of MKP-1 protein. MAPK phosphatases, including MKP-1, are currently regarded as 'undruggable' targets, and developing small molecular inhibitors for MKP-1 has been challenging. PARP inhibitors are currently being used in clinic or clinical trials for the treatment of ovarian and breast cancer. Thus, targeting PARP-1 to overcome MKP-1-mediated cisplatin resistance is highly translational and clinically significant. Future work will determine how JNK1/2 regulate PARP-1 phosphorylation and how phosphorylation affects PARP-1 ubiquitination and subsequent degradation. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS Reagents
SP600125 (CAS129-56-6) and anti-PAR antibody (AM80) were purchased from Calbiochem (San Diego, CA, USA). U0126 (V1121) was provided by Promega (Madison, WI, USA). ABT888 (ALX-270-444) was from Enzo Life Sciences (Farmingdale, NY, USA). FITC Annexin V Apoptosis Kit (556547) was from BD Biosciences (Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). Anti-actin (AC-74) antibody, cisplatin (P4394) and SB203580 (S8307) were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). Antibodies for MAPKs and PARP-1 (9532) were provided by Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers, MA, USA). The MKP-1 (SC-370) and ubiquitin (Ub) (SC-8017) antibodies were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA, USA).
Cell lines
Three human ovarian cancer cell lines used in this study were described previously. 48 TOV112D cells stably expressing MKP-1 and control vector, CAOV3 cells expressing MKP-1 shRNA and control shRNA, and parentaland cisplatin-resistant OV433 cells were described previously. 49 MKP-1-deficient mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) (MKP-1 − / − MEFs) and wildtype MEFs (MKP-1 +/+ MEFs) were described elsewhere. 13 JNK1/2-deficient MEFs (JNK1/2 − / − MEFs) and wild-type MEFs (JNK1/2 +/+ MEFs) were described previously. 50 Cell viability, colony formation and apoptosis assays Cell viability was determined by the MTT (Sigma, M5655) assay, as described previously. 51 Colony formation was performed, as described elsewhere. 52 Apoptosis was evaluated with a FITC Annexin V Apoptosis Kit (556547) according to the manufacturer's instruction (BD Biosciences).
Immunoprecipitation and immunoblot analysis
Preparation of whole cell lysates, immunoprecipitation (IP) of PARP-1 and immunoblot analysis were performed, as described previously. 
Data analysis
Data analysis was performed using two-sided unpaired Student's t-test, as described previously. 49 
